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Abstract— The load forecasting is a human or computational technique for 

accurate preanticipation of electrical load to enhance reliable operation and 

optimal planning control of system plant for electrical energy flowing without 

facing any economical and technical limitations, therefore appropriate 

estimation for present and future consumption cost of electrical loads which are 

necessary to predict the load demand for generating near to accurate power.  

During advanced technology at the last few decades, artificial neural 

networks(ANNs) have been extensively employed in electrical system, they are 

trained using historical data obtained from plant station. This work is intended 

to be a study of short-term load forecasting (STLF) basis for a power predicted 

applied to the actual past load data displayed from Azadi station for Feb.2022 

were used in training and validation system of neural grid. The result was 

evaluated by mean square percentage error of (32.7) for the forecasting 

dynamic time series method to solve the data over hours, days, and weeks in 

advance, using a kind of non-linear filtering. Short-term load forecasting tried 

out with main stages; predicted power load data sets, network training, and 

forecasting. Neural network used has 3-layers: an input, a hidden, and an 

output layer. The number of hidden layer neurons can be varied for the different 

network performance. The active power generation faces economical and 

technical challenges, therefore appropriate evaluation of loads are much 

needed.   

Index Terms— ANN, STLF, MW,  Neurons. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a result of technology progress companionship with modern civilization, the power 

system plant become more complex, facing the challenge of power demands growth, 

therefore all developing nations with restrictions on their economical income-sources uses 

an alternate neural grids method in computation forecasting modes to avoid system short 

come either of conservative or optimistic statuses, furthermore, the reliable operation and 

planning control of power system requires an accurate predesigned model for electricity 

consumption and load forecasting data [1], which acts main gates in supporting an electric 

generating companies to build all requirements contained purchasing power, infrastructure 

progressing, grids configuration, voltage control, and load connecting [2][3]. 

In a deregulated power marketing, to provide consumer’s uninterrupted delivery of 

electric power, there must be a proper prediction, modeling, evaluation, and forecasting of 

present and future demand during electric system expansion [4]. Till now, there’s no 

substantial method to store electricity within transmission lines or distribution areas of 
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system parts, consequently, for reaching ideal power utilization design, the generating 

stations face predicaments challenging with the load growth figure and high consumption 

cost [5], therefore alternative to classical procedure becoming useful as neural networks 

based on computational analysis with inductive learning process to tell the electric planner 

about consumer’s load demand, also have the exact capability to solve complicated 

problems of power generation, because the electrical load variation exhibit several levels, 

not only within seasons but also in months, weeks, and days of the same week, due to 

different climatic factors such as temperature, darkness, (cloudy/sunny) day, ...etc., which 

effect on load attitude [6] 

According to the time duration, the load forecasting can be divided into three 

denominations [7][8][9]:  

1. STLF; short-term load forecasting, generally based on previous data of day- hours, days, 

and even weeks, (STLF) with main advantages as input gates for an electrical designer to 

anticipate load flows preventing any obstruction, also to make appropriate decisions for 

fuel sort and purchasing cost.  

2. MTLF; middle term load forecasting, set from one week to a year, used for scheduling 

maintenance time. 

3. LTLF; long-term load forecasting, indicator to load data for a time longer than a year 

with forecast benefits to determine future capacity and expansion for power system 

planning, and cost of all types of equipment for a new building.  

The nature study of each electrical load forecasting type needs a special predicted 

model for different (modes/time) operations within the utility generating station. The 

features of these forecasts pattern are different from each other [10]. For instance, carry out 

(STLF) in some electrical areas may be we anticipate the hourly load demand for the next 

day with an acceptable level of accuracy, whereas, is very hard to forecasts the next year's 

peak load with the same accuracy. 

In recent decades, various approaches have been extensively researched and carried out 

to predict a load forecasting model, in general, they were distributed into couple categories 

[11][12][13], they are; the classical methods (usually used in past time) based in statistical 

analysis group included different mathematical models studying with human experts, such 

as, regression analysis methods, time series, and grey prediction approaches and so on, 

these modes provide visible susceptibility of load data translation, but with major associated 

drawback of stalemating models, make them less favorite comparing with smart 

computational machine systems [14], and the second auto techniques, for example, fuzzy 

logic mode, and an artificial neural network, are distinguished method related with 

computerized intelligence tools used in design and simulation analysis, successfully 

established, tested and trained in programmable forecasting networks. 

STLF: our present work approved with a short-term load forecasting model to estimate 

imminent demand power, is the basic target and first fundamental requirement to create 

automatic control decisions for improving the economic operation joint to appropriate 

energy dispatch, in connecting or disconnecting the generation power units, load switching, 

and so on [15], hence, obtaining an ideal optimizing system. To attain an accurate model 

design for (STLF), system operators need to construct all information concerning a 24 

hours per day schedule of the power market and participant's load type. Different factors 

that effects (STLF) model architecture include: time details; for example, day hours, and 

weekdays load demand. Economic condition is a second factor containing; the costs of new 

buildings construction, and energy conversion from the generation side to distribution load 
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area via transmission part related to high performance with the necessity of lower cost in 

traditional portion. A third factor; acts as the major important operator with different 

parameters for (STLF) forecasted model; for instance, (cloudy or sunny) day, sunset, and 

environment temperature, the rapid variation in temperature leads to considerable error 

[16], upon intelligence learning property, the daily load information must be related into 

consideration to reach good results for (STLF) models. Two approaches are applied; the 

first is to build different forecasts network for the same day [17][18], while the second use 

only one mode per day but considers variable input factors for a day's information [17][19], 

increasing input variables number, results more converge to the desired values. The two 

types with their benefits; the first can be used for a large number of relatively small-size 

grids, while the second design need only one large network ANN.  

The architecture of artificial neural network models thought behavior like the human 

mind, containing cells known as neurons, which respond to act in all orders of central 

nervous system, the computerized machine algorithm refers to a neural network composed a 

large number of elements indicated as neurouns contain multi-input variables are collected 

altogether, so they adjusted to indicate their corresponding weight, and one out set, the 

result obtained from a neural network training used in back-propagation as entrance data for 

next chain, until a recent output reached the accurate absolute error point, with remarkable 

learning ability, during computer operating time, the ANN’s mode is extremely powerful in 

solving a linear or non-linear large scale complex problems, hence they are requested in 

implementation to load forecasting function of power system design [20], our present study 

of multi-layer scheme of STLF models linked with ANN enhanced by the learning 

capability to illustrate the relation between input and output elemenets. 

There are 4-pattern adapted to simulate the architecture of artificial neural networks: 

single-layer model, multi-layer perceptions is the second approach, Hop field mode is the 

third one, and finally Kohonen network [21]. The neural network with multi-layers is the 

most wide-spread employed mode [4][6]. The network is depicted in Fig. 1, composed of A 

3-layer perception; an entries layer, many hidden layers, and an output layer. The network 

can be explained as a function of an M-dimensional input space vector starting with 

summation and adjusting the weight for each of four neurons coming, so the weighted 

element is passed through the processing function to give the N-dimensional space vector as 

an active value of the output neuron.  

This function can be written in the form:  

𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥; 𝑤)     (1) 
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FIG. 1. MULTI-LAYER SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM (MLP) ANN. NOTE THAT "FIG." IS ABBREVIATED  [5]. 
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Where: 

  𝑦: is output vector 

  𝑥: is input vector 

  𝑤:is the matrix containing neuron-weights within hidden layer = i 

II. RELATED WORKS 

STLF; is the key gate for the electric power system load forecasting , therefore 

different algorithms, models, techniques, have been used in the past, in earlier  days 

statistical approach such as regression , expert systems , played an adequate load 

forecasting model [22]. 

One of the widely used STLF techniques is the autoregressive integrated moving 

average. These time series models that use past observations of the load demand to predict 

future values, has been applied to STLF in power stations in several studies, including Jena 

and Kalyanmoy [23], and Lopez et al. [24]. These studies have shown that the ARIMA 

models can provide accurate load forecasts for short-term duration. 

Another popular STLF technique is the artificial neural network (ANN) model. ANN 

models are a type of machine learning technique that can learn the patterns and 

relationships in the data to make accurate forecasts. ANN models have been applied to 

STLF in power stations in several studies [25]. These studies have shown that ANN models 

can provide accurate and reliable load forecasts for short-term horizons, and can outperform 

other forecasting techniques in some cases. 

Other STLF techniques that have been applied to power station load forecasting 

include fuzzy logic models [26], support vector regression (SVR) models (Hong et al., 

2009) [27], and wavelet transform models (Zhang et al., 2022) [28]. These techniques have 

shown promise in providing accurate load forecasts for short-term objectives, but further 

research is needed to fully evaluate their effectiveness. 

Using Neural Network with Genetic Algorithm used in STLF,  take in consideration  

various weather factors , the most common variables are ; humidity and temperature degree 

[9]. 

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the application of hybrid models 

that combine multiple STLF techniques to improve forecasting accuracy. Hybrid models 

have been applied to STLF in power stations in several studies, including Li, Xiaolan and J. 

Zhou (2022) [29]. These studies have shown that hybrid models can provide more accurate 

load forecasts than single technique models, and can help to address the limitations and 

weaknesses of individual models. 

Overall, there have been significant research efforts in the development of STLF 

models for power station load forecasting. The above-mentioned techniques are just a few 

examples of the many approaches that have been explored. While there is no single model 

that can provide accurate forecasts in all situations, it is clear that STLF is essential for the 

efficient and reliable operation of power stations, and will continue to be an important 

research area for the foreseeable future. 

All our results are closed to the results of researchers (e.g Short- Term Load 

Forecasting Using ANN Technique used by Samsher (2012) [7] , or the work G.A. Depoju 

(2007) in Application of Neural Network to load forecasting in Nigerian Electrical power 

system  [1]. 
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III. SIMULATED MODEL 

The physical system can be presented by a structure Mode shows in Fig. 2, and 

simulink model Fig. 3; An input/output relationship are characterized all over the predicting 

process of block system based on two hidden layers each with four neurons and an 

algorithm of Levenberg-Marquardt, with a feedback.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 2. MODEL STRUCTURE. 
 

The Simulink model developed in MATLAB for load forecast prediction utilizes an 

artificial neural network (ANN) with two hidden layers and one output layer, incorporating 

feedback mechanisms. This model aims to accurately predict future load demand based on 

historical data and relevant input variables. The first hidden layer receives the input data 

and applies a set of weights and biases to perform initial feature extraction. The second 

hidden layer further refines the extracted features, capturing complex relationships and 

patterns in the data. The output layer then combines the processed information and 

produces the load forecast prediction. Feedback connections within the model allow for 

continuous learning and refinement, as the predicted outputs can be compared with the 

actual load data, enabling adjustments to the model's parameters and enhancing its 

predictive accuracy. This Simulink model provides a powerful tool for load forecast 

prediction, facilitating efficient resource allocation and decision-making in various 

domains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 3. SIMULINK MODE. 
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Levenberg-Marquadt is proposed as an optimum algorithm due to quick speed, that is  

the most suited algorithm to medium scale short-term models [30]. In the network, the 

Jacobian and Hessian matrices can be defined in equations (2) and (3), for the network 

training with an identified weight (threshold) value to extract the response of the system 

behavior and determining the error time based, histogram, correlation, and comparison of 

the output vector vs Target matrix's results. 

The Jacobian matrix can be defined as: 

[𝐽] =

[
 
 
 
𝜕𝑓1

𝜕𝑥0
…

𝜕𝑓1

𝜕𝑥𝑛

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝜕𝑓𝑛

𝜕𝑥0
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𝜕𝑓𝑛

𝜕𝑥𝑛]
 
 
 

     (2) 

 

Also, the Hessian matrix Computed as: 
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     (3) 

Before setting an initial parameters of the system like maximum iteration time, training 

accuracy, hidden nodes, and weights, we should batch the normalized input and output 

learning samples, after many training experiences essentially must follow the detective 

logic guide with low output error calculation, which stops automatically in general when 

the learning step reducing the result error by decreasing the mean square error of the 

validation parameters, are adjusted to 5% of total samples of hours/days/weeks all over the 

specific month. 

Two hidden layers are suggested to construct the model depending on Levenberg–

Marquardt algorithm with two time delay and four neurons on each. The rest of the 

remaining samples time stepped in row series matrix adjusted to 80% training data and 15% 

testing data, to achieve the high model performance optimization in a relevant function and 

parameters acceptance. 

IV. RESULTS 

The overall data obtained from the hourly received load input and target of the Azadi 

control station leads to the following predicting results, which describe the forecasting 

performance of the system and comparison getting the error that help us to make accurate 

decision for better preparation our station for the coming load using lowest and efficient 

neural system’s hidden layers and neurons. 

Fig. 4, shows the Main Squared Error (MSE) versus epochs, the graph illustrated 

Network Performance over the training implementation which is pre-fixed Epochs number, 

Validation, and Testing. During Training operation, the total data separated to three; 

training data 80% weight, the remain 20% is separated to 15% and 5% testing and 
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validating respectively, this figure of data separation gives the best performance operation 

at epoch 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FIG. 4. PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM. 

Different graphs are illustrated in the scutterd-line in Fig. 5, discribes the output value 

which are very close to our target, and explain the network behaver by varying R “Error 

retrain defines the regression” values. 

 

 

FIG. 5. REGRESSION PLOT FOR TWO WEEKS PER HOUR. 
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Plots of Fig. 6, indicates the relation between real load data given from control station 

versus forecasted values, both of them are close with each other. 

 

 

FIG. 6. TWO-WEEKS FORECASTED VS ACTUAL AND TAEGET LOAD CONSTRUCTION WITH ERROR. 

The data collected from the control station are indicated in Table I, for one day as a 

sample. The results observed from training model of the neural network explain in photo-

graphical form Fig. 7 below,   each one shows in MW “Megawatt” values the forecast and 

target load against day hours, there is no large difference in load between week-end days 

and other days because the supplied load all times is roughly about half-value of Erbil city 

demand load. 

 

TABLE I. ERBIL (RECEIVED & DEMAND) LOAD MW FOR DAY IN FEBRUARY 2022 

H Erbil Received Load MW 

01:00 942.4 

02:00 935.7 

03:00 935.2 

04:00 942 

05:00 949.8 

06:00 961.2 

07:00 980.1 

08:00 1006.7 

09:00 1041.9 

10:00 1087.3 

11:00 1111.9 

12:00 1112.5 

13:00 1105.4 

14:00 1082.4 

15:00 1069 

16:00 1067.5 

17:00 1058.3 

18:00 1047.5 

19:00 1042.1 

20:00 1041.1 

21:00 1045.4 

22:00 1057 

23:00 1062.7 

00:00 1062.4 

Maximum         1112.5 

AV.          1031.15 
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FIG.7. ERRORS GRAPH OF DAY HOURS VERSUS TARGET AND FORECAST LOAD. 

Fig. 8, contain three various plots, the upper is number of epochs against the learning 

function. Illustrate the gradient direction values with increasing the number of 

computational epochs; it is essential process to observe the progressive manner during the 

training. The middle graph given the learning rate (Mu) against epochs number, this figure 

is necessary for oversight the rate at which network error reduces during all the training 

progress. The final lower sketch, explain that validation which carried out automatically 

against epochs number in excellent manner although at the time of 8 epoch we have a 

sudden jump is  attended in the network. 
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FIG. 8. STATE GRAPHIC FOR 2 HIDDEN LAYERS EACH WITH 4 NEURONS IN FORECASTING MODEL. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A modern Non-Linear method for Short-Term electrical load forecasting was 

experienced with a Simulink model show the relations feature that exists between the input 

historical  data, and that for training output in the predicting process for the system model, 

illustrated through a couple of hidden layers each included four neurons. Levenberg- 

Marquardt algorithm was   implemented with a feedback loop. Levenberg method is the 

most adequate bases for medium scale of short term load forecasted Training Models. 

The results obtained in our task from the designed system show the closer values in 

comparisons between actual load and predicted load that are illustrated well in all figures, 

such as, the values in the network performance plot, regression picture, hours load 

presentation and training state sketch, at last the main squared absolute error tested and 

evaluated all the output results compared with considered target, which presents a high 

degree of accuracy. However, it must be ensured that the system is not run over-training 

epochs number by preset the number of iteration to obtaining least error in some epoch. 

STLF model with minimum errors could be an important appliance and a main entry 

for long time load forecasting. 
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